Meetings

First Science of Industrial Hemp Conference a Success

by Susan V. Fisk

CSSA and ASA sponsored the first “Science of Industrial Hemp Conference” on 27–29 July 2016, in Denver, CO. Nearly 200 scientists attended the conference and were treated to an optional tour, receptions, exhibits by sponsors in the hemp industry, and, of course, scientific presentations about hemp! The conference had 18 exhibitors and sponsors. Following are a few photos from the meeting as well as attendee quotes.

“No other hemp conferences focus on the science; the Science of Industrial Hemp Conference filled that gap. It was amazing—thank you!”

“This conference was great; it gave me a better idea of the scope of work to be done, which translates to opportunity for us.”

“We were hesitant to sign up as an exhibitor, but I am so happy that we did! No other conference places this quality of contacts in front of us. Thank you!”

Photos above courtesy of Jeanne Pluemmer. Photo below by Larry Reichenberger.